
F3VIPR

Portability, inbuilt  
regulator, convenient 

volume and size. 



Inbuilt Valve with Integrated Pressure Regulator 
(VIPR) eliminates hassle of acquiring, fitting and 
maintaining a separate regulator.

Enhanced portability due to shorter package height 
when compared to G size cylinders.

Higher pressure cylinder, provides improved 
efficiency with greater safety and convenience.

Track gas usage with contents indicator,  
showing the amount of gas left in the cylinder.

Higher pressure provides similar gas content  
in a smaller cylinder.

Standard 5/8 “ fitting works with existing hoses 
and connections (provided they meet the relevant 
New Zealand standards).

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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For more information  
call BOC on 0800 111 333 
or visit www.boc.co.nz
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Note: Valves shown on cylinders for illustrative purposes only.  
Cylinder heights shown as an approximate.

300Bar

UP TO

33 Litre

Hand wheel opens and 
closes the cylinder. 

Do not touch 
or turn the BOC 
filling point. 

Standard 5/8”  
gas inlet means  
you can can use 

your existing  
hose and fitting.

Assists with trundling. 
Do not lift cylinder 
using the guard.

In-built regulator 
shows the gas 
flow rate.

Contents Indicator 
shows the remaining 
gas level. This is an 
indication only.

Flow  
adjustment.

AVAILABLE F3VIPR PRODUCTS
The F3VIPR is currently available in pure argon and ARGOSHIELD® Universal.

Argon Welding
Gas code 130F3VIPR
Contents 9.7sm3

Gross weight 68 kg
Argon >99.99%
Water vapour ≥10 ppm
Oxygen ≥10 ppm

ARGOSHIELD® Universal
Gas code 501F3VIPR
Contents 10.3sm3

Gross weight 70 kg
Oxygen 2.0 ± 0.5%
Carbon dioxide 12.0 ± 1.2%
Argon Balance

Water vapour ≥5 ppm


